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  . . X-Plane: 737-700 X-Plane 11 The first major upgrade since version 3 has arrived. Updated April 1, 2019. 4.5.3 and 4.5.2
crashes hard on X-Plane 11: Here’s how to fix it. Hello pilots! X-Plane 11 is now available for download. As this is the first

major upgrade in several years, we’ve uploaded some major new features that you may want to try out. (If you’re coming from
FS9 or FSX, please download the new X-Plane 11 Installer and install the patch, which you can find here. New to X-Plane?

Visit our help documentation.) The features in this release are: Advanced Shadows Advanced Render Mode Auto-Braking Auto-
Diffusing Airports Airport Designers Airport Express Airport Info Landscape Change Minimap Seat Management Supply &

Demand X-Plane 11’s new Flight Acceleration lets you quickly adapt to a fast or slow airplane, and will make the plane respond
to altitude changes very smoothly. You can also fly more smoothly with X-Plane 11’s new Pedal Calibration. The fuel mixture,
airplane speed, and throttle settings are adjusted to match the calculated ideal settings. When the ideal settings are adjusted, you
may not actually be able to feel the throttle’s response, but you’ll have less need to. X-Plane 11 uses the new Nav 3D system and
adds direct routes to airports and more flyable land classes. The scenery for the cities of London and Munich has been updated
to include many new landmarks. New airports in Cape Town, New York, Miami, Singapore, Hong Kong, and many more cities
can be loaded into the system. A new Aerosoft Airport Designer tool will let you quickly draw out a new airport layout. X-Plane
11 has been improved with more consistent performance, a new keyboard mapping system, and additional support for multiple

monitors. Flight Acceleration The new Flight Acceleration feature allows you to quickly adapt your aircraft to a slow or fast
airplane. It allows you to vary the power output of your engine and the airplane’s G 520fdb1ae7
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